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  Why has the world economy been
shrinking? There are a lot of factors
which are said to have contributed to
the occurrence of the current recession.
the high interest rates m the U.S., the

dwindling demand from the oil pro-
ducmg countries as a result of the
reverse od crisis, the huge government
deficits, the financial cnsis m developing

countries, the cost-plus inflation prevail-

ing m the Western nations. However,
they do not include the primary factor.
If this is so, then what is the primary
cause of today's recession? First of all,

we wil1 mtroduce you to some basic
economic knowledge and proceed to
analysmg the nature of the current
recesslon.
(l) Demand and supply constraints
   on production
  In an agriculturally self-sufficient
economy, production volume is deter-
mined solely by the capacity of supply,
which, m turn, is dependent on the
natural environmental conditions. When
there has been ample rainfal1 and sun-
shme, the harvest wil1 be rich (produc-
tion increases). Conversely, when the
weather has been unfavorable, the
harvest will be poor (production de-
creases). In short, in a self-sufficient

economy, the production volume is
dependent on the capacity of supply
and there is no demand constramt on
production.
  On the other hand, the produc"on
volume in a modern economy depends
on both supply and demand. When
demand exceeds the capacity ofsupply,
commodity prices go up, and demand is
adjusted to the capacity. Production
volume is ad]usted not to exceed de-
mand, either When the production
volume exceeds demand. production is
adJusted to demand in a situation char-
acterized by fallmg commodity prices.
In this case, the capacity of supply is
not used to the fullest degree, and
certam components of the production
process (labor, capital, etc.) remain
unused.
  Recessions usually start when de-
mand begms to decline. Consequently,
demand constraint on production is the
direct cause of recessions, however, it is

not the primary factor.

(2) Determinants of demand
  Demand consists of such factors as
consumptlon, mvestment, gevernment
purchase, and net exports (exports
minus irnports). Nevertheless, al1 of
these factors are eventuaily dependent
on consumption, that is, investments are
made to increase future consumption;
government purchases of pubhc goods
and services are fmanced by consumer
taxes and will and to consumer con-
venience; exports depend on foreign
de,mand which, in the final analysis,
is dependent on foreiqn consumption.
Therefore, the final and only compo-
nent of demand is consumption. The
current recession in Japan is directly

of
attributable to drops in exports But,
there is the worldwide decline in con-
sumption in the background.
  This being the case, then what
determmes consumer demand? Since
the human desire for goods is almost
infinite, "consumer desire" would never
be smailer than the supply volume.
However, a man, who is only thinking
that he wants certam goods, is not
creatmg any demand for those goods.
He produces demand, only if he has
both money and the intention to buy
the goods. Consumer demand at times
may be small enough to cause a reces-
sion, because of the fact that purchasing

power is lifnited by mcome and wealth.
Given the amount of national wealth
                               )demand is dependent on national m-
come. Furthermore, national mcome is
determined by production The greater
the production and sales, the larger the

incomes become, resultmg in mcreased
consumer demand.
  Durmg times of recession, there ex-
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ists the followmgvicious circle. (produc-

tion shrmks).(national mcome shrinks)
(consumption shrinks) . (production
shnnks). The startmg point of this
vicious circle is neither shrinkmg de-
mand nor shrinking mcome It is the
shrmking production causea by con-
sTramt of supply capacity on produc-
t!on.

(3) Determinants of supply capacity
  There are various productive com-
ponents m the production process
They are labor, land, capital, raw
matenals, energy, and so on Ifany one
of these components is m shortage, all
otheT components cannot be used in the
production process. For example, with
abundant labor, capital, land, and raw
matenals, but with no energy, nothmg
can be produced
  Let us define some symbols. Let N
be the amount of laboT available (man-
hour), and let n be labor productivity
(yen per man-hour). GNP cannot ex-
ceed \(nN) because the capacity of

supply in terms of labor force cannot
afford to do so. If GNP is just \(nN),
there is zero unemployment or labor
shortages. If GNP is under \(nN), part

of N is unemployed.
  Secondly, let L stand for the amount
of land available and 1 for the pro-
ductivity of land. GNP cannot exceed
\(IL) because of the 1imitations of
the supply capacity of the Iand. If GNP
is less than \(IL), part of the land is

left unused. L may change to some
degree according to the costs of rent.
Similar things can be said about capital,
raw materials, and energy
Let K: available capital, k: capital pro-

ductivity, Q. raw materials, q' p!oduc-
tivity of raw materials, E. energy
sources avadable, e. energy productivity.

GNP cannot exceed either \(kK), or
\(qQ), or \(eE).
  There are vanous bottlenecks in the
production process The capacity of
supply is limited to the mmimum
amount of \(nN), \(IL), \(kK),
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 \(qQ), and \(eE). If GNP=nN=IL=kK
 =qQ=eE, al1 the components of the
 production process that are available are

 bemg used in the process, and unem-
 ployment does not exist at all. This
 equilibnum may be achieved through
 price adJustments, but pnces are often
 more fixed than flexible, and those
 productive components in relative
 abundance tend to fall into disuse. If,

 say, nN=IL=kK=qQÅreE, and all the
 pnces are fixed, the growth of GNP
 cannot exceed \(eE) because of the
 shortage of energy, and a certam portion
 of all other productive components (N,
 L, K, Q) remam unused.
   Production is also 1imited by demand,
 and demand depends on income. And
 mcome depends on production agam.
 If production is 1imited by the shortage
 of certam productive components other
 than labor, wage mcomes, which create
 almost all consumer demand, shrmk
 because of the relative drop m wage
 rates. This provides the starting point of

the vicious circle of recession, which
continues to shrmk the economy as
shown in Chart I.
(4) The nature of the current world

       .   recesslon
  The basic contradiction of today's
world economy is that labor continues
to grow while land remains alniost
constant and raw materials and energy
sources becoine fewer and fewer. There-
fore, prices of energy and raw matenals

go up and suppress wage incomes.
  The two oil crises m 1973 and 1979
revealed this contradiction and made all
people throughout the world aware of
it. Even though the current would reces-

sion resulted m a lowered demand for
oil and caused the so-called reverse oil
crisis, most people know that, if boom

comes agam and the demand for oil
increases, the prices of oil will once
again nse drastically. A boom accel-
erated by low oil prices is no longer
possible. There is a contradiction m
a boom itself; a boom mcreases oil
prices, and the only solution to high oi!
prices is recession. Most people in the

world now know the fact of energy
shortage. Therefore, a temporary drop
in energy pnces resulting from the
world recession, not as a result of in-
creases in energy reserves and supplies,

could hardly encourage the Iarge con-
sumption er investment. A drop in
energy pnces is no solution to today's
recession so long as it is the result of the

recession, but not the result of a so]u-
tion to the shortage ofenergy. In fact,
the reverse oil crisis on!y Iowered the

demand from oil producing countries
and did not raise demand among other
countnes. TherefQre, it did not solve
the recession, but accelerated it

(5) Suggestions for policy-making
  Smce eneigy pnces have been falling
these days, the fact that the 1imited
amounts of energy sources resulted in
the initial cause of the iecession is easily

forgotten, and efforts by the pohcy
makers tend to be confined to demand
expansion. They attempt to mcrease
demand through fiscal or monetary
pohcies. But such policies are accem-
panied by the danger of infiation and
crowdmg-out And, even if demand
is successfu11y (without inflation and
crowding-out) increased, the boom,
which would follow, would only reveal
the structural weakness of the world
economy more sharply.
  In concluding, what must be done to
strengthen the base of the economy is
to increase energy sources both m tenns
of variety and volume arid to improve
energy productivity. Therefore, efforts
for developing alternative energy sources

and new oil fields and for energy
conservation should not be neglected
regardless of a temporary drop in oil
prices. If the energy supply were able to

expand, at least as fast as population,

demand would grow sufficiently to
realize the stable growth of GNP.
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e Foreign Students'

on
Textbook

  At the end of July this year, when
most students were fully ehjoying their

long summer vacation, a big event
occurred which troubled Japan's inter-
national relations. That was the so-
called textbook problem.
  Apart from whether it has something
to do with interfering in the Japanese
domestic affairs or not, this problem is

fundamentally an internal problem.
It is because under Japan's present
democratic or law-governed system, the
ultimate responsibility for the nation's
education rests not with the govern-
ment, the "Monbusho (the Department
ofEducation)," or the textbook writers,
but with our nation's citizenry.

  However, needless to say, what
determines our life in Japan is not only
the internal relations, but also, more
generally, the historical, political and
economic international relations. So, in
this sense, this textbook problem is
stM an intermational one.

  When international relations come
into question, the subject of responsibil-

ity is apt to be restricted to the govern-

ment concerned. Then, the governments
concerned face each other with their
own historical past which, however
honorable it may be or not, cannot be
separated from each nation's citizenry,
as well. The above fact has nothing to
do with whether the nation is democra-
tic or not. In this way, this textbook
problem is correctly our own affair.
But since this problem questions the
past and its subject of responsibility
goes to the government in a sense, as
mentioned above, it is liable to be
isolated from our routine, that is,
campus life.

  So, as an opportunity te make this
textbook problem more accessfu1 to our
conscience, we decided to interview
some random foreign students studying
with us here at Mita, mainly those who
are from countries concerned with this
problem. As far as the interviews are
concerned, we made a point not to try
to extract their thoughts or feelings
through our (the interviewer's) par-
ticular point of view or value judge-
ment, but to let them speak entirely

Voices

Prob lem

of their own wilI.
  The following is verbatirn of
responses. (note: The following
ments are personal opinions, so
do not necessarily represent their
countries' opinions.)

       ***
   Mr. M. Chen from Hong Kong
  (a) I can't understand the aim of the
government (Monbusho) which changed
the word "invasion" to "advance."
Does it want to say that, as the
generation has already apologized just
after the war feel•ing guilty, the

generation has no more anything to do
with the past, or that the old generation
itself doesn't want to feel guilty
moTe? There is nothing to do but
the government directly.
  (b) In Hong Kong, there was even a
students' movement to publish
of protest to Japan with their
blood. If this problem had occurred
during summer vacation, there
have certainly been a signature-collect

ing campaign by the foreign students
here in Japan as well .

  (c) I feel recently that the Japanese
are really leaning to the right
called. For example, the film
Nihon Teikoku" which idealized
war criminal Tojo, the visiting
Yasukuni Shrine by the ministers
fact that even the young generation for independence whichwasproclaimed
sometimes sing the military song, etc. a declaration of the independence.

  (d) I admit that there were some (ii) However the Japanese govern-
purety economic reasons for the Japa- ment may insist on the legality of.the
nese advance into Asia before war requisition, the requisition can be view-
(i.e. to exploit the market). But a ed as nothing but a conpulsory one,

                               '            (b) Even among the students ofe Keio, it seems that there are few who

          are really against the Monbusho's
          decision, and most of them, even those
          who are not indifferent, seem to expect
          only an easy and early solution.

            Miss M. Lee from Korea:
            (a) Since the historical fact of the
         Japanese invasion into Asia is so well
    their known to the world today, such a
    state- revision in the textbook will not change
    they this deep rooted world opinion now
     OWn considered as historical fact. And what
         surprised me more is that this revision
         was carried out even though it was
         easily foreseen that it would destruct
   : the friendly relationship between Asian
         countries and Japan. Neighbouring
         countries really suspect that Japan wil1
         be a military power again.
      old (b) I can't understand why the
         textbook writers, who are also scholars,
    young people that must seek and teach the
         truth, have yielded so easily to the
         government (Monbusho) 6f a democra-
     any tic country as Japan. A false textbook
      ask is not conducive to a friendly relation-
         ship with the neighbour countries, nor
         to the Japanese youth.
    notes Mr• K Rai from Taiwan:
   fingers' I'm not qualified to interfere in an
         internal problem. But, personally, l
   would think truth must be printed and the
       . truth is exactly what occurred. In this
         sense, even in Taiwan, although it was
         not as bad as it was in Korea, there were
         still some critics on this matter.

   as it is Mr. S. Ma from Korea:
     "Dai (a) History must be handed down
      the to posterity correctly.

   of the (i) "3-lmovement forindependence"
     , the was not a riot, but a decent movement

mllitary advance was out of question.
  (e"i Nevertheless, I'm still expecting
for the Educational Deliberative Council
(Kyo-iku-shin-gi-kai)'s decision.

  Miss F. Wang from Taiwan:
  (a) I can't understand why the Japa-
nese people who were taught that it
was an invasion during 35 years after
War, and the old generation who also
admitted that it was an invasion, don't
protest to the government's revision.
I do not think it is right not to teach
the truth to the Japanese high school
students.

smce the annexation itself was not
spontaneously done by the K6rean.

  (b) It is regrettable that the Japa-
nese, especially the old generation
which repented right after the war, are
today changing their attitude. I mean
they don't want to think ill of their
own past any more. On this account,
there is a great difference between the
German who don't change their attitude

even today. ,  Mr. F. Wu from China:
  According to Mr. Wu, whose father is
a diplomat at the Embassy of the Peo-

 ples' Republic of China in Tokyo, the
 textbook problem was not so much a
 topic inside the Embassy which has
 been busy with trade affairs owing to
 the recent development of the economic
 relation between the two countries.
 However, the domestic reaction in
 China, such as that of the press, was
 quite sensitive. One ofits background is
 said to be the influence of a minor
 group within the Chinese government
 which is critical about the recent in-
 crease of inflow of Japanese goods.
 They intended to use the textbook
 problem as propaganda for changing the
 tendency of the Chinese people's admi-
 ration for Japanese goods which can be
 an obstraction for the development of
 the Chinese demostic industry.

   Speaking of the Chinese people's
 reaction, the people of the city and
 the countryside reacted quite differ-
 ently. Among the Chinese peasants,
 accounting for nearly eighty percent
of the population, there remains an
anti-Japanese sentiment even today,
especially in the North-East (Old
Manchuria): This is mainly because of
underdeveloped means of communica-
tion. On the other hand, the urban
people have a sense of intimacy with the
Japanese.

  Meanwhile, after the Prime Minister
Suzuki's visit to Peking, this textbook
problem seems to have been extinguish-
ed, particulary in the press. However,
for a real friendship between the two
countries to develop, I think both
Japanese and Chinese should talk more
frankly with each other, not only on
this problem, but also on any other
topics, such as trade friction.

        ***
  Of course, it is possible to seize this
problem and interpret it in various waysN

other than these according to one's
point of view or surroundings. In fact,
for the old Japanese generation who had

been believing that they had fought
only to defend Asia from the Europe
andAmericanPowers, the word "inva-
sion" may be quite irrational. However,
this fact would rather make us think
that these interviews have really taught
us the difficulty or illogicality of'inter-

national relations.

  At Iast, we wtould like to express

our gratitvde to everybody who joined
us willingly and spared their precious
time.
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  Hajime Tamura, a graduate of Keio
Univ. Law Dept., 1950, was a chairman
of the National Diet Countermeasure
Committee and he played active roles in
recent conferences sponsored by the
President leader of the Liberal Demo-

Åëratic Party. The following articie is the

tesult of a personal interview with
Tamura.
  Tamura explained how he began his
political career, "I worked at Mie-Kotsu
as a secretary to the director of the

company.
  When he became a member of the
House of Councilors, I remained his
secretary. As my father had been a
Dietman, I had a zest for politics.';
From then Tamura entered upon his
political career. He went to school
during the war. After the Japanese were
defeated, he like al1 young men of the
time, had the responsibility to restore
Japan to prosperity.

  In 1953, there was the Bakayaro
Dissolution. At that time, Tamura

stood as a candidate in Mie PreL but he'
was not elected. He foughtagood fight,
though, and even went so far as to retire
from his business for the time being, so

as to devote himself entirely to his

        !nterview with Hojime Tamurcr '
campaign. In 1955 after the HatoYaMa Åërisis. However, the Liberal Democratic
cabinetbroke up,he ranagain andwaS party is not all together free from
elected to the Diet. Then, at the age Of problems. It has its fair share ofcorrup-

thirty, he was one of the youngest tion and dissent between cliques. Party

Dietmen. dissent also exists in the opposition.
  Regarding Tamura's education at They lack the ambition for political
school, since English was viewed nega- power."
tively, he was not able to study it Thus, Tamura concludes, although
eagerly. He said the Iaw he learned at the Liberal Democratic Party succeeded
Keio washeipful foritsgeneral informa- in its economic and financial policies,
tion. As a result, he was able to swiftly it has managed to remain in power
understand the basic ideas behind the because of ideological disputes within
law and the law bills he faced daily as opposition parties.

a Dietman. Thus, he deemed his Keio Lastly Tamura gave his opinion on
Educationworthwhile. the required temperament of Japan's
  Tamura spoke in detail of the struc- pr'i'me minister. "The prtme minister
ture of the Liberal Democratic Party must penetrate his values and run his
and why it had come into power since office by what he believes in, rather
the war. "Actually, I think that the than what might please officials and
financial programs of the government keep hirn office longer. He should ad-

were successful especially in the recon- minister the affairs of state in line with

struction period after the war, the his own faith." Thus Tamura asks the
prosperity concurrent with the Ikeda new prinie minister to conduct his
cabinet, and the handling of the oil leadership.

Professor lntroduct

Part

  Mr. Ferdinand F. Mauser, one ofthe
most practical, creative, sensitive and
interesting person in Keio University,
is a professor of emeritus marketing at
Wayne State University and a visiting
professor of marketing at Keio, teaching
a class called "Introduction to American
business."
  Besides being a professor, he is a
writer, a lecturer, a designer, a photo-

lon Professor
grapher, a Japanese Art collector, a
modei and someone who believes in
creativity very strongly. He thinks a
person should experience as many
things as possible in a life time. He says,

"Creativity makes your life a lot bet-
ter!" As a writer, he writes for the
Harvard Business Review, Japan Times,
and PH.P. He wrote many books for
college texts. Recently his book written
about creativity was transrated into
Japanese and published from P.H.P.
His main jobs are being a professor, a
writer, and a lecturer. However, he
designs the interior of the apartments
and furniture. His photographs have
won many titles in the U.S. His col-
lection of the Japanese Woods 1ike
Bosatsu, Junishinsho, and Kishibojin are
very famous and exhibited in e {L",ai adian

museum as a Mauser Collection. He
owns two farrns in Canada, and he is
a commercial model. As a model he
has worked for P&b co., Sony, Aramis,
tiuntory, Regal Shoes, Fuji Film,

FeTdinand
Takashirnaya and other companies. He
says "Everything I do is related to my
field, Marketing & Advertising. Again
creativity makes this possible."

  For the question "What was your
motive of coming to Japan, and how do
you 1ike Japan?" He said "I am here by
choice, I choose to live here, because I
1ike Japan especially Tokyo in three
ways. First, I think center of the world
is changing to South East Asia, Hong
Kong, and Korea. Japan is located
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where I can see exiting things. Second
reason I like Tokyo, is Tokyo Foreign
Correspondence Club is very interesting.

It is very very international. I can meet
correspondence any where all over the
world. Third reason is that Japan is
very easy to live in many ways once you
get in to the group society feeling. I

don't have something can be called
motive, but in 1962 I took a trip
around the world, and when I visited
Tokyo, after five days of staying, my
friend said "Why don't you move over."
That is my motive ofcoming to Japan
if it is."
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   What happens when we translate one
language mto another? To at least some
degree, every cross-cultural communica-
tion must mvolve the problems that are
caused by differences of two or rnore
cultures. Although we should not at-
tribute alHanguage problems to cultural
differences, particularly in dealmg with
direct translation, cultural differences

do seem to be the basic core to most
prob}ems.

   This essay stresses translation fTom
Japanese to another language, and vice-

a-versa.
  Japanese is a highly refined language
Most As!an and African languages em-
ploy some words of foreign origin whose

concept had never been indigenous.
This is done because it is easier for
people to adopt tRe foreign-made words
of a new concept than to create a new
word zo represent the foreign word.
Meanwhile, in Japan's case, the illumi-
nators in the Meiji Eia had succeeded
m translatmg these words, such as
`: society" and "libertyL', mto Japanese,
"SHAKAI", and "JIYU", retaining its
original concept. Chmese characters, the
mam constituent of Japanese language,
are apt to be so gefierous that they
easlly accept different cultures, and so
abstract that they tolerantly mtegrate
a foreign-made conception m a very
ambiguous form. Thus it m.ay be
deduced that the more refinely and
completely a language is composed, as
with Japanese, the more apt difficulties

are to anse.

  What then can we do to fill up this
commumcation gap? "Back-translation"
is a hopeful attempt This Ls a rnethod
to reciprocate translation, first from one

language to another. For example, from
English to Japanese, then vice-a-versa,
from Japanese back to English This
procedure is done by two different
groups, composed of more than one
translator. "The tvvro versions ef the
original", Lee Sechrest and others say,
"can then be checked for the adequacy
of the translation. For example, if a
statement in English, such as, "l get
tense before exammations", is translated

into Urdu and then comes back mto

 English translated from the Urdu as, "I
 get excited before exammations", the
 discrepancy between the two versions
 would suggest to the expermienter that
 further translation is required. Presum-
 ably, by successive translation and back
 tianslation a better approxumation of
 the origmai can be obtamed, and the
 final version of the translated material
 should be satisfactory."
  They say, however, that things are
easily said than done Different lan-
guages imply different expenences and
concepts, and it is not rare that one
language loses counterparts m others so
that items are naturally eliminated.

  Also another problem is that the
difficulty of translation increases and

decreases depending on which two
ianguages are being translated. On the
magazme "Monthly Journal on and of
Translation", an experiment was done
translating from Japanese to English,
French, and Korean. and then back to
Japanese. The result revealed that the
version from Korean was very similar to
the origmal. Ms Kieup. Watanabe, an
mstructor at Keio Umversity, describes
that Korean is probably the closest
language to Japanese in the world, so
close that Japanese people can easily
Iearn it. (I wonder why very few univer-

sities m japan have a course of Korean )
As for the Enghsh and French versions,
although they seem akin to each other,
the output were totally different Back-
translation m this way, can be of great
help in leadmg to a ieal understanding
of the characters behind languages, that
is, their cultures

  Thus, back-translation reveals the
differences and the sHnganties among
cultures In Japan, this is so new an idea

that the attempt by "Monthly Journal
on and of Transiation" may be the
initial step. But m the Western World,
the study of this field is further ad-
vanced. I repeat here that we must not
attr!bute all of the difficulties of transla-

tion to the differences between cultures
                               ,because we still have much to develop
and improve at least a part of measures
to solve them.

   Suppose that someone m your family,
your lovei, or your fnend should be
senously itl or injured. Suppose that
doctors proclaimed that he might be
killed without a blood tiansfusion. But
there is no blood to transfuse with hlln

What would you feelP What would you
do? We can not produce blood artificai-
ly. This means that patients need blood
from others with the same type blood
as they. People must donate blood to
help those who need blood. In Japan,
"The Japanese Red Cross Society" is m
charge of this They collect blood from
donators and supply it to patients.
There used to be a blood-sellmg system.
This became a big social problem be-
cause some people were makmg their
1iving by sellmg their blood and thereby
their own health dimimshed. This sys-
tem was at last abolished and the blood
donation system became diffused.

  A donator gives 200cc of blood
when he donates. "200 cc" may fright-
en you. However, it is said that amount
of blood is about 89o of a male;s body
weight and 79o of a female's weight.
According to this, a male who weighs
60 kg, has 4.8 1iters of blood, a female
weighing SOkg, 35 liters. Generally,
when a man loses 20 or 309o of his
blood, the rapid decrease m blood pres-
sure causes a serious situation But losing
iess than 10a/o from the ent!re circula-
tion, has no medical ill-consequences
200 cc of blood is, ofcourse, less than
109o of all the blood m an adult So
blood donation does not harm you at
all After blood donation, the level
of the blood recovers m 2 or 3 hours
and eveiy element of the blood recovers

in 4 weeks. When you are hanging
around town or walking around Hiyoshi
campus, yoL} may often see the blood
collectmg car. Some people are givmg
their blood in there, as is desirable But

on the other hand many people are just
passmg by Which group do you belong
to7

  From one group; "Well, to give
blood is to help others. It is necessary
for us to help each other. This is the
ieason why I'm giving blood," "I was
given a blood transfusion when I had an

operation. Now I give my blood to
respond to the kindness of whoever gave
me his blood." "Givmg blood satisfies
me because I realize that I can help
somebody and participate m the circle
of social cooperation." Comments from
the other side, "There is no special
reason." "I know that blood donation is
important. But when it comes to giving
blood, I'm scared." "Why do I have
to?" "I am feeling a 1ittle sick today."

The former comments seem to point
out that those who gave these com-
ments at least know what blood dona-
tion is If you are in the group from
which the lattei comments were collect-
ed, please consider again the necessity

of giving blood. Those who cannot
recognize the necessity should contem-
plate the dilemma they would face
should they ever need a transfusion.
Compound this dilemma with the fact
that we can't produce blood artificially,

even in such a scientifically and tech-
nologically advanced world Those who
feel scared when confronted to give
blood might be calmed by the knowl-
edge that havmg blood collected is not
painfu1 or harmful at all. When blood ig
collected, a doctor sees you and checks
if you are in good enough condition to
donate your blood.
  This is the Criteria for the select!on
of donors.
  1. Those whose blood's specific gravi-
ty is less than 1.052. 2. Those from
whom blood has been collected for a
transfusion or for the preparation of
plasma derivatives within the past (one)

montli 3.Those below t13e age of 16
or above the age of 65. 4. Those who
are diagtiosed te be pregnant by their
own statements or by the diagnosis of
physicians. 5. Those who are diagnosed
to have been pregnant within the past 6

months by their own statements or by
the diagnosis of physicians. 6. Males
below 45 kg m weight and females below
40 kg in weight. 7. Those whose systolic

blood pressure is below 100mmHg.
8 Those who, by their own statements
or by the diagnosis of physicians, are
diagnosed to be suffermg from circula-
tory diseases or those suffering from a

blood disorder or any otkei illness
expected to be aggravated by blood
donation. 9. Those who are feverish or
otherwise considered to be in an un-
healthy condition.
  If you are not any of these 9 cases,
you can donate blood. And after your
blood is collected, a portion of it will be

used for biochemical tests by an auto-
analysei They will inform you of the
result of!these tests. Therefore, you can

consult this mformation to manage your
own health.
  The followmg is the 6 items tested'
Serum transaminase levels (GPT), Al-
kaline phosphatase (AIjP), Albumin-
globulin ratio (AIB), Total protein (TP),

Urea nitrogen (BUN), and Cholesterol
(CHOL).
  Only we can help ourselves. Why
don't you volunteer to donate your
blood?
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CkwaeemeaPewiscope
  We are MOVIES which'11 be open to beautiful and powerfu1 Don't ask us
the public this wmter We all are very why any more! Come on m, you hard-
mcer "Well." you say "How so?" head! Letusentertamyou!
Because we know we are delicate, warm,

         \.wa-WÅ}"blss•.wtts.-eevei.,me,,ma'ee1me,.,ttee.x,maas//,Miua,ww'fiewgy

          ee"'th,tseua. ee'mva#'eciaji'ma.es.ma,.,,..,,

[Tke AmegeEcftme SgeSerfig

             gwa

         66                  99          Aeenie
   This is "The great musical"! This is
because "Annie" has been a herome m
America, first through a comic m the
Daily News (New York). then on a
Radio story to movies, and finally m a
play. "Annie" is an unusual story tak-mg
place in America durmg the depression
in the 1930's. Many people had lost
their jobs, their meals and also their
happmess But even with such ternble
conditions, people believed that in an-
other day, "Some day, one day we may
getanew tomorrow ..." "Annie," the
star of the movie, was also very tough
She never lost her guts, always fighting
with all her strength te live, to 1ive!
Annie easily moved people around her
and they recovered "the fighting spirit'
(how American!) not to be blue.
  Yes. this is just a story, but we can
feel the breath of American spirits.
"Life is a struggle, and we may be No.
I, no time for ]oser," and America's
characteristic capitalism are both seen in

"Annie". Although we may 1ive in a
Detter world than that in the 1930's m
the U.S A , our social system is also get-

tmg complicated. Everyone, especially
in big cities, is worried about contend-
ing with the prospect of livmg com-
foTtably every day. Therefore Anme"
can also be a herome m our world
                           )don't you thmk so?

ee
Annie-AILEEN QUINN
Directed by JOHN HUSTON
Movie Arranged and Conducted by
  RALPH BURNS
Columbia Picture Presents.

ew.k

'grke geixse Bgoed

  "I can't believe this!", one mari said

and sighed He loved Rocky-always
streng, brave, and an indomitable spmt
But he had just seen a much stronger
inan! Rambo! Stallone m his new
movie Rambo, a reckless guy, charged
with a false accusation. escapes from the

palace by motorbike, mows down the
modern armed chaisers, and turn to an
offensive counterattack! It's thunder-
ous, violent! Tremendous actions never

be

        ;t,. -`s sSiEil,

        }{ll i-il.iS .',c'{'l' ;, }i'M
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cease to amaze! Can you
climax? Sorry, I can't
Just see itr Our hero
SYLVESTER STALLONE
DENEHY is his rival as a
police

  TOHO
Per 18th at Hibiya

See
64

i.X.,`ge

eq•fift

  imagine the
tell any more
 "Rambo" is
 , and BRIAN
  chief of the

TOWA presents from Decem-

Xrke Extremity
               gp     oaf Love

  When Autumn comes, everyone longs
i'or a sweetheart. Everyone becomes a
romanticist and dreams of passionate
love story. Now I recommend the more
feverent sort this autumn, "The Woman
of Nex tdoor" by Frangois Truffaut.

re
nse..

-E21i;@nd65-whvaof

  eA g.s ma

9.ve/uaoe

      ljdivkA&PvadX-
RUMPELMAYER DANS LE MeND'E
          PARIS •pe;Ri,

   This movie begins m the country far
 away froin Paris Six years ago Bernard
 and Mathelde ioved each other. Thmgs
 went well, but one day they parted
 because of a sharp tempered fight.
 After     that Bernard led a happy 1ife,
 married his wife and had children On
 the other hand. Mathilde enjoyed a
 quiet 1ife with an elder gentlelookmg
 husband One day, they unexpectedly
met agam         After that day, tliey came

 to fall m love again. They found their
affection irresistibly drawn towards
each other Bernard betrayed his wife;
Mathilde, her husband. Finally, their
familie3 and their selves ruined, they
died in each other's arms

  An accident may cause amusement
m 1ife, but once m a while, it causes
[ragedy IfBeinardandMathildehadn't
met at that time, a sad event wouldn't
happened To love is to hurt feelings,
to wait for anothei and to rum each
other The--theme of this story is here;
the extremity of Iove. It seems to me
that the extiemity brings rum to a lovei.

But I don't thllik `'that's all a lover

gets " See "The woman of Nextdoor"
and find out whatelse is m store

Staff: ProducedbyFrangoisTruffaut
     Directed and Written by Frang'ois
     Truffaut, Suzanne Schiffinan
     and Jean Aurel
Cast: BernardCourdray
          . ... Gerard Depardieu
     Mathilde Bauchard

         .. .... FannyArdant
     Ph ilippe Bauchard

          . . .. FIenriGarcin
     Arlette Courdray
         ... Michele Baumgartner

TOKIO

 t.H"---v- --- tmt muV" BADEN-BthEIN[

e Sth- tb e, AEW-YORK

MWmoI[M,AIVIMc.•
    l9.2, AKASAKA 2.CHOME, MINATO.KU TOKYO 107.
             Tel 03(586)3577/3965
    Une Quarantaine de Boutiques dans les Grands Magas]ns
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"'t-h--h!L!E,t- Don't YouTry `Natural FOOd'e9 444
    Nowadays, there are many things
 which are (in the healthy) booming:
 yoga, tennis, etc. What image do you
 have when you hear the word "natural
 food"? If you think that they would
 taste bad or that they are only for the
 "organic" people, you are wrong.
 While physical conditioning is impor-
 tant, people are also being more aware
 of the importance of food. Lately,
 food pollution has hit the head Iines,
 and people have become interested in
 natural food. Almost all the fruits and
 vegetables which are sold today are
 grown using chemical fertilizers and
 agricultural chemicals. Many modern
 foods we eat include artificial coloring,

 preservatives, antiseptics, and food
 additives. These chemicals accumulate
 in the body overaperiod of time, and
 may quite possibly cause illnesses.
  Doyou know that an aveiage person
 takes approxirnately 70 to 80 kinds
 of food additives which amount to
 eleven gram a day? Its count is four
 kilograms a year. This is awfu1, isn't
 it? We have to take this fact seriously.

 Why don't you stop by the Natural
 House? This store faces Aoyama Street
 and has a bright, fashionable atmos-
 phere. Because of its location, most
 of the customers are young people,
 and this store is also frequently visited
 by foreigners.
   The store has nine various corners.
You can get not only fresh, natural
food, but also naturai cosmetics and
various necessities. It is like a depart-

ment store of natural goods. Let's look
around each corner.
(1) Natural Food Corner (fruits, vegeta-

    bles, meat, fish)
   At this food corner, they sell only
organic fruits and vegetables, meat from

domestic animals bred with natural
feeds, and fish taken from unpolluted
water. The shop manager said that he
hoped we would use natural food in
our everyday meals. He stressed the
importance of what we eat everyday.
  Here, a meal planning consultation
service is also avallable every Saturday
afternoon. They also give consultation
on diet prograrns.

(2) Im.portedFoodCorner
  The Natural House also has an
"imported food corner." Active re-

$earch into food pollution and nutri-
rionai balance is being conducted
overseas, as well as in Japan. America
and Europe have a particularly wide
variety of nutrition enhanced foods,
with flavors which are different from
those locally produced. A iook at the

components of these products will
prove surprismg; many items have been
developed which are almost impossible
to find in Japan. You'11 have fun even
]ust looking around this corner. All of
these items are made of natural com-
ponents, and we can get anything we
like without worrying about food
pollution.

ww

(3) Nutrition Supplements Corner
  If you don't satisfy all your nutri-
tional needs from regular meals, it is
desirable to take supplements in a
natural form. This corner contains a
variety of good extracts which will
help you to lead a healthy life. People
who don't eat enough vegetables, who
have tired blood, who suffer from a
cold, who often eat instant foods, or
those with a tendency to overdrink.
Which type do you conform to? Or
don't you fit them at all? Ifyou don't,
that's great! But if you feel that some-
thing might be wrong with your body,
the Natural House is always ready to
help you.
(4) Natural CosmeticsCorner
  The wide variety of cosmetics on the
market today reflects the prosperity of
our times. Cosmetics. are a mixture of
water, oils, and fats. So, preservatives
and scents are also added to prevent
separation and to give cosmetics fra-
grance. Most of these are synthesized
from petroleum compounds. Although

Your gukte

Natural
tis)wwx

Opept

   e Natural Foods I
{organic vegetables, fruits, other foods}

   e Natural Foods II
     (beef, pork, chicken)

  o Natural Foods III
        (fresh fish)

heatby livng

House
Aoyama

daiiy, 10am.-2am.

 use ofpetroleum as a primary ingredient
 Teduces the cost to the manufacture it
 places far too great a burden on hum'an

 skin. Natural House has responded te
 this problem by supplying cosmetics
 composed of natural materials. Items
 are based on vegetable oil, which
 is gentle to the skin.

(5) HouseholdGoodsCorner
  Natural house's detergents and soaps
can be used with confidence because
only safe, naturai oils and fats are used

in their manufacture. We can buy them
in this corner. Also, they sell toothpaste

made from charred eggplant which is
supposed to make the teeth ridge tight.
(6) Book Corner
  This corner contains a collection of
books and references on all types of
health-related subjects, from family
health management to natural agricul-
ture and pollution. We can understand
health and natural food through reading
these books.
(7) Prepared Foods Corner
  Natural house's ready-to-eat foed
items are carefully prepared to bring
out the fu11 seasonal flavor of their
ingredients. Such as humburger contains
soybeans, wheat protein, and avoid
excessive levels of animal protein and
fat. Thei; brown rice bento varies from
day to day and is very popular at lunch
time. Every item sold at this comer is
marked to indicate its ingredients and
number of calories for dieters and
nutrition-conscious customers. Take ad-
vantage of this to safeguard the balance
of your r,utrition.

   lnterview with Mr. Kidoji, the head
 of the Aoyama Branch
   Staff: Please tell us the details, how

 and why you opened the natural foed
 shops?
   Kidoji: Natural House became inde-
 pendent of "Kotobuki" (a cake store).
 We have been concerning and studying
 food pollution for a Iong time. About
 five years ago, we went to Europe and
 studied natural food. We thought it
 would be great if we could introduce
 them to Japan. Then, four years ago,
 we opened the first Natural House in
 Jiyugaoka, which soen became very
 popular. Then we had another branch
 in Shimokitazawa, and next, in Kobe.
 Finally, we opened this store here in
Aoyama last March.

   Staff: How do you feel about recent
healthy boom?

   Kidoji: At first, natural food had the

image of "bad taste" or "food for sick
people". Lately, in the healthy boom,
people are becoming to think ofnatural
food as nice and literally healthy.
That is good. It doesn't matter that
some people try Natural Food only
because' of the boom and have no in-
terests in food pollution and calorie
balance, provided that they will become

aware of the real meaning of natural
food some day. We welcome the boom
in the sense that it may give many
people the opportunity of thinking
about     the real meaning of natural food
and of healthy Iife. We'11 continue to
work on and pursue the theme "The
promise of a hea1.thier life"

e Food Supplements

 e Imported Foods

e Household Goods

e Natural Cosmetics

     e Books

         Don't speak Japanese7
Com? right en in and tet our Enxtish-sptukinsc personnci scrve you!

  3618,KitaAoyama, Tel

Newsin Briefi

498-22.77

  The Mita Festival was held from the
20th to the 23rd of Nevember, 1982.
This time, the theme was "Rosy Wild
Dances." This expressed the naturally
gay spirit of those who gathered to
celebrate. The following activitieg took

place: Mr. Taro Kimura lectured about
"The World of Journalism" Music con-
certs were held by Mrs. Yasuko Agawa
and Mr. Takeshi Beat and Adachi-ku
Band. Two famous American movies,
"` Blues Brotrrers" and "Heaven can
Wait" were shown.

1983 Returning StUdent Applicants
  The result of the entrance exams for
the students who returned to Japan was

announced on October 30th as follows:

Dept.

Literature

Law (Law)
   (Politics)
Commercial
Medical
Science and
 Engineering

   Total

No.of No.of
Appli- Accept-
cants ed

70(61) 34(30)
17(12) 15(11)
19( 7) 13( 5)
39 (1 1) 15( 2)

 7( 4) 1
16( 6) 9( 5)

168(101)

 (•
87(53)

Compared
  with
 N-o. of
Accepted
Last Year

  +9
  +9
   o
 +6
 +6
 +8

+32
) mdicate number of girls.
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REFLECT/A/G

Hiyoshi
7HE L/FE OF TOIiY/V ANO

  "Mah-jong, pachinko (Japanese pin-
ball), and drinks. That's all my life."-an

ordinary student at the Keio University.
He probably plays mah-jong, pachinko,
and drinks liquor at a place around
campus. The student's quarters of both
Mita and Hiyoshi provide the stage for
both your life and Mr. Ordinary stu-
dent's. It is here where you feel at
home. But do you really know what
the areas are all about? Ifyou don't, it's

a shame. The following is an analysis of
the businesses located at both Mita and
Hiyoshi. The figuresI use in this report
are based on data which I collected on
the streets.

  A Surprising Analogy: The propor-
tion of the each bracket of the table 1
shows a surpTising analogy between Mita
and Hiyoshi. But it does not conform
with the impression I received when I
walked around each block of the dis-
tricts to conduct the statistical survey.

On the contrary, l felt that each area
had a distinctive feature. Both Mita and
Hiyoshi have characters other than that
of an university town-an office quarter
and a part residential area respectively.

This, I think, makes a difference which
does not appear in the data, but which
I felt on the streets.

  Gourmet Quarters: At both Mita and
Hiyoshi, eating and drinking houses
account for almost half of the total
of the businesses there.
  Contrast in Style: In spite of aimost

the same number ofeating and drinkimg
houses, there is a sharp contrast be-
tween Mita and Hiyoshi with regard to
the ratio of the Japanese style ones to
the Western ones.

JAPANESE

WESTERN

THE REST

MITA HIYOSHI

 (9o)

31 .4

523

I6.9

'fABLE 2

 (9oJ

51.1

33.0

i5.9

  The Mystery Hard to Understand: In
both Mita and Hiyoshi, the next in
number to the eating and drinking
houses is fashion-related shops, the rate

of which stands at about l5 per cent
alike. This fact is hard to understand.
Since the students at the Keio University

are not good cvstomers for the kinds of
shops in these districts, the businesses

do not seem to be lucrative enough to
satisfy the shrewd owners of them.

  The End: Compared to Hiyoshi,
there are more mah-jong clubs, less
pachinko houses and penny arcades at
Mita. From this fact,Iinfer that a fresh-

man playing pachinko and TV games at
Hiyoshi ends up a full-fiedged mah-jong
player when he leaves there, and some
day he finds himselfbogged in the mah-

EATING
DRINK-
ING

FASHEON
FOOD.
CONFEC-
TIONERY

GAME
HOBBY
THE
  REST

MITA

220
 66

37

46
17

65

by

GOi,VN

H.SHl!VlIZU

%o HIYOSHI

48.5 133

I4.6 45

 8.1

IO.1

3.8

26

3i

21

R4.9 48

TABLE a

%

43.8

14.8

8.6

10.2

6.9

14.6

jong clubs at Mita. Ihope this is not the
case with you.
  All Play and No Work: It is quite a
surprise that the rate of the study-
related shops is in such low-Mita: 4.49o,
Hiyoshi: 3.69o.

  This may reflects a lack of ardor for
study.

  A saying goes: "All work and n6
play makes Jack a dull boy." Then,
does "al1 play and no work" make so-
called Keio boys (and girls)?

  Food, Clothes, Shelter, and "play":
It is said that food, clothes, and shelter

form requisites for life. I contend, how-
ever, that this theory is not legitimate,
at least in the cases ofMita and Hiyoshi,

The rate of the game houses, in addition
to the hobby-related shops, account for
about 15 per cent of the businesses.
This is almost equal to the rate of the
fashioR-related shops-including cloth-

ing stores, which supply one of the
requisites. Furthermore, on top of
serving foods and drinks, the eating and
drinking houses provide a place for
recreation. Given these facts, I suggest
that "play" should be added to the
requisites.

  The Rights of Others: Lastly, I
would like to remind you that you are
not the lord of Mita and/or Hiyoshi
though you may often drink like a lord.
I am afraid that Keio students may be
impudent with the predominance of
"play'7 and thereby jeopardize the
interests of local residents and other
people who do not have any direct
concern with the Keio University. The
shopping streets at Mita and Hiyoshi are
not merely the student's quarters, but
also the stage for the life of other
pelple. You should not forget that while
you have the right to play and to enjoy
shopping, but that you have no superior•
privileges. Your rights always demand
you to respect the rights of others.

* * *
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Does Comptex Pei

  Late in autumn, you wil1 see youing
men and women, all well-to-do, walking
about the campus where ginkgo trees
tum yellow. Their features may seem
happy, without any trivial discontent.
However, when you ask if they are
happy, you wil1 find their unhappiness,
for example, in their lack of interest in

anything, 'delusion, or agonies of a
broken heart.
  A friend of mine confessed that he
became uncomfortable at the sight of
the sign "Inokashira Line," (which lead

to Komaba where Tokyo University
exists). So he often resorts to drinking
which, he believes, is the only balm fdr
his sad heart.

  How do you become happy? One
factor which contributes to happiness
is success in the world. Every one is
satisfied when he achieves his goals.

  Yuji Suzuki, assistant professor at
KeYo University says "Don't be dis-
appointed in yourself. Everyone has
almost the same gifts. What matters is
how you develop them. I wil1 give you
one(example. In America, I taught
Japanese language. There were two
pupils who were totally different. One
always got good marks without much

Rplex You2
          by KOTARO MORI
effort. The other, who got poor marks,
took a great interest in Japanese. After
several years, they both visited Japan.
Then, the former couldn't maKe himseti
understood freely, but the latter came
to express himself 1ike a native speaker
during his so journ. Interest and effort
pay in the long run. This'idea applies to
all the cases you will come across."
  If think interest and effort are value-
able, you may find value in your life. If
you think you are fit for current social
structure, you may find happiness.
  An expert on counselling says, "No-
body can save people who despair, not
even I am able to. AllIcan do is to
show several ways in which they can be
redeemed."
  It seems that people in distress run
througli life and never learn to under-

stand anyone else. They seem to step
outside "the centinual stream of oc-
curances to only observe and understand
the passing scene, without acquiring the
solace of their minds.

  There is a gateways to consolatidn.
Believe in mutual redemption and
mutual self-clarification in human com-
munication and the way to your identity
lies open.

KEIO in Crises? by K,MiyAJi
  `Smart and able, well-bred and good-
natured'-So the person in charge of
personnel welcomes the graduates of
Keio. Thus they are comforted with the
security of leading business confidence.
`There are crises in the businesses, con-

cerning the graduates of Keio Gijuku
University.'

  Starting from the scandals ofMitsu-
koshi, what is said in the above quota-
tions was announced in the Oct. 18
issue of NilÅqkei Business. In the first

place the news, mentioned that an
academic clique was formed. As was
revealed in the scandals of Mitsukoshi,
the graduates of Keio conspicuously
intended to form a clique and sought to
peaceful life in it, separated from ,the
graduates of other universities. In these
scandals, for example, it is said that the

exectives, who are graduates of Keio,
formed a clique within themselves. In
doing so, they followed Okada for their
self-preservation and intended to live
peacefully in the group, in spite of the

fact that Okada .himself did not have
a,ny intention to form a clique, As Well,

they said that the reason Kanebo was
spilt is that the graduates of Keio, in
their clique, took no notice of the
graduates of other universities.

  The report also announced the
"we ak points" of each graduate of Keio.

Accordlng to the comments, Keio Boys
learn their tasks quickly and work to
to perfect their responsibilities. But
since they are well-bred and good-
natured, they lack the competitive spirit

to get ahead by any means arid `ulti-
mately 'content themselve.s with the
position of a second-rate elite.

  We can not recognize al1 the contents
of this news as true, but we cannot help

giving recognition to the fact that the
trends stated above are noticeable.

  Next spring we are going to have our
125th anniversary. It may be the time
to recorisider how Keio should be and
how Keio is.
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1) The first woman was Eve. Then who
  was the second?
  aÅr God made her aS Eve's sister.
  b) Eve gave birth to her.

  c) No one knows where she carne
    from.
Ans.-(c); according to the Old testa-
  ment, Eve bore two boys calied Cain
  and Abel. Then, (b) is wrong. Cain
  kiHed his brother, Abel, and was re-
  moved to the east of Eden. The Bible
  said that he married there but no
  explanation was given on his wife. If
  ÅqaÅr was right, it was consanquineous
  marriage. And so, (c) must be right.
  This question has been regarded as a

  mystery.
2) Somewhere in England, there was a
  notice board; "Your feet are killing
  me". Where was this set up?
Ans.-On a lawn; "me" meant turf.

3År lt was the ruie that the Iast man
  locked the door of the,club room.
  One day, checking the door, it was
  unlocked. This is testimonies of four

  members. One told a ]ie. Who did?
  And who was the Iast man?
  A:"When l was Ieaving, B and C
    were still :,n the club room"
  B: "After D went out of the room 1
    left. But A stayed there."
  C: `'1 went home earlier than A and
    B."
  D: "Heft the room first, so 1 don't
    know anything."
Ans.-lt is A who to•Id a iie. And the
  last man A, too. (Turn of coming
  back home: D-C-B-A}

4) A boy is in love with an older wom-

  an.
  boy: "VVhat's the matter with a dif-
    ference of five years in age?" But

    she would have nothing to do
    with him.
  Iady: "No! Think over when we met
    first. You were only half the age
    Of Me nine years ago."
  boy: "But l fell in iove as soon as I

    Met you.rt
  Now, how old is he and she?
Ans.-He is 14 years old. She is 19
  years old.

5) There are clisters of AIphabets based
  on respective rule.

  Depending on the rule, what comes
  next?
  O A. C. E. G.L ( )
  2År A. H l. M. O. ( )
  3) A. E. F. H. I. ( )
Ans.-1) K: They form a line every
  other letter. 2) T: They are sym-
  metrical ietters. 3) K: They cdnsist
  of straight lines.

                    by Yulica

***WORD SEARCH F)UZZLE***

1. Aerobics was founded by the U.S. air
force. It was Dr. Kenneth H. Cooper
who explained aerobics first. He worked
at the air force's Sunantonip Hospital
in Texas, U.S.A. It is reasonable that it
was founded in the U.S.A., namely, the
country of "pragamatism." Aerobics is
a prescription or exercise. This prescrip-

tion says how much exercise one should
take in order to produce a desired
effect.

2. What's the key to aerobics?

The key is the quantity of energy
expended during various exercises is
measured and calculated in marks. (1)
First, one Qhooses an favorite exercise
according to the mark. (2) The mark
and the goal come out with a figure,
which predicts the effect after eight
weeks. Besides the arrny, the aerobics
was adopted by enterprises in order to
improve production and moral. Recent-
ly this has become popular among
young men and women as a measure to
"shape uP•"
B. What's the difference between
  aerobics and other exercises?

ics?,'&.

     År:,a.fd.

Dr. Cooper divided exercises into four

groups.
(1) Exercises by the tension ofmuscles,
  1ike body building.
(2) Exercises by the elasticity of mus-
  cles, 1ike weight lifting.

(3) Exercises continuing for short peri-
  ods of time, Iilce a short-distance

  race.
(4) Exercises continuing for a long time

  like long-distance running.
  He arrived at a conclusion that, of
the four groups, the type of exercises
in group 4 has the greatest effect for
the maintenarice of human health be-
cause they make people to inhale a great
amount of oxygen. Oxygen exchange is
the key that makes our health improve.
Aerobics belongs to group 4.

  Now, aerobics dance has risen to
everyone's attension. It incorporates the
benefits of all the 4 groups listed above

with minimal pain. It concentrates the
same effect of running in a shorter work
out tinie and, resembling jazz dances,
certainly has far more charm.
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